
MAKE ROOM FOR MEMORIES
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Change the rules and go beyond
The all-new 7 and 11 seater KIA Grand Sedona is absolute proof that a car with great power and presence can also possess a 
superbly sleek and sporty profile. The Grand Sedona takes you to a place where superior design and truly smart features 
combine with a deep understanding of your practical driving needs. It's a place where maximum luxury goes hand in hand with 
a respect for economy - a place where the exceptional meets the everyday. Living life to the fullest is about enjoying 
everything you do, and that includes driving. With the all-new Grand Sedona, making room for memories is easy.



Style that turns heads anywhere
Style is all about delivering what is expected and then going beyond. It’s about leaving nothing to chance and paying absolute attention to 
every last detail and the finest craftsmanship. But it's also about pleasure and enjoying the luxury of freedom. The new KIA Grand Sedona will 
take you wherever you desire in outstanding comfort and style, making driving a truly satisfying part of how you fill each day with pleasure.
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1. Positioning lamps  LED parking lamps illuminate with supreme effectiveness while adding to the all-new Grand Sedona’s remarkably modern exterior styling.
2. Fog lamps  Always maintain a clear view of the road ahead without interrupting the all-new Grand Sedona’s futuristic design aesthetic. 
3. Aerodynamic lines  Elegant side moulding accentuates the sporty lines of the all-new Grand Sedona to maintain a dynamic profile view.
4. Rear spoiler  The high-mounted LED stop lamp integrated into the rear spoiler not only helps prevent collision from the rear but adds a sporty look to Grand Sedona’s exterior.
5. Aeroblade wipers  You count on your wipers to maintain a clean windshield, and aeroblade wipers are ideal for the job, especially when driving at high speeds. SX and SXL only.
6. Shark fin antenna The Grand Sedona is all about style and making a sharp impression. This feature adds an extra element of confidence and on-road presence.
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A space for ultimate relaxation 
The perfect interior environment offers an innovative approach to comfort by making sure you feel refreshed in all driving conditions 
while having everything you need at your fingertips. In the all-new Grand Sedona, the wide, horizontal slanted centre console and the 
abundance of space combine with luxury styling to exceed your expectations. Live life to the fullest and explore the limits of your 
potential in outstanding comfort and style.



Dual sunroof
There’s no reason you can’t enjoy the sensation of driving under a big sky 
while creating an even more spacious feel to the cabin. SXL models only.

Stand-up seats (2nd row) 
Third row passengers will never again have to struggle to climb in and out of 
the vehicle.

Pop-up sinking seats
Hide the fourth row seat below the floorboard of the all-new Grand Sedona 
for even more space and restore it instantly by lightly pressing a lever.  



Introducing a new definition of space
An abundance of space is key to creating an interior ambience that is truly relaxing. With the all-new KIA 
Grand Sedona, you and your passengers will discover that, however far you travel, it is possible to arrive 
at your destination even more energized than when you left.
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Integrated Memory System (IMS)  Take the guesswork out 
of finding your perfect seating position and store customised 
settings for two drivers. SXL only.

Full auto air conditioning with independent 3-zone control  The ultimate in high-tech climate 
control guarantees that interior air quality and temperature are flexible enough to suit everyone along 
for the journey. SX and SXL only.

Seat variations ( 11 seats )

First row ventilated and second row heated seats  No 
matter what the conditions are outside, you and your 
passengers will always enjoy fresh air and warmth for 
unsurpassed comfort. SXL models only.

7 seats 11 seats
3rd row  

6:4 split sinking
4th row  

pop-up sinking
2nd row  
sliding

2nd row  
stand-up

3rd row seatback  
folding & sliding

Seat variations ( 7 seats )

Large centre console In today’s fast-moving world, we rely on our electronic devices, which is why 
your small laptop, tablet PC or smartphone can be conveniently kept close at hand.



1. Smart tailgate mode "On" 2. Remain within range of rear detection  
    device for 3 seconds

3. Tailgate opens 

Smart tailgate  Use your smart key to open and close the tailgate even when your hands are full. 

Smarter features to match your fast pace of life
Quality of life is all about feeling you have more than enough time to spare. The all-new KIA Grand Sedona is designed to offer optimum 
efficiency and simplicity to help make your life easier and allow you to enjoy every precious moment.
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1. Smart Key.  
    SX and SXL models only.

2. Body coloured outside door handles. 3. Overhead console 4. Sliding door interior button.  
     SX and SXL models only.

Power sliding door  The second row sliding door can be opened manually or by pressing a button on the Smart Key. SX and SXL models only.  



The sound of your life  
Music is a vital part of driving pleasure and the all-new 7 and 11 seater 
Grand Sedona’s audio system helps you create the soundtrack for 
your life on wheels. SXL models only.

Absolute convenience taken to new heights
How can you tell when you’re experiencing the ultimate in convenience? When you take it for granted. This is what the all-new KIA Grand Sedona has achieved on 
every level. Wherever and whenever you’re driving, convenient fingertip accessibility means you’re always in the moment and totally in control. Never before has 
so much attention been paid to maintaining the perfect balance between relaxation and awareness. You’ll wonder how you ever lived your driving life without it.



Conversation mirror  It’s never a good idea to look 
over your shoulder while driving. Now you can safely 
talk to rear seat passengers without turning your 
head away from the road ahead. 

Steering wheel remote controls (Bluetooth hands- 
free, auto cruise control) To ensure minimum 
distraction and maximum practicality, key driver 
controls are within easy reach at all times.

ECM rear view mirror  This smart feature dims the 
rear view mirror automatically in response to trailing 
headlights for added safety when driving at night. SX 
and SXL models only. 

Sunshade blinds (second & third row)  Manually 
adjustable sunshade blinds mean that you will never 
have to worry about the sun getting in your 
passengers’ eyes. SX and SXL models only. 

Auto light control The Grand Sedona’s head lamps 
automatically respond and adjust to exterior levels of 
l ight to make driving even more simple and 
straightforward. 

Auto defog system  Forget about having to manually 
operate the vehicle’s defogger. This clever feature 
detects moisture on your windshield and removes it 
automatically. SX and SXL models only. 

Push button start Nothing demonstrates an 
appreciation of your need for convenience better than 
the ability to start the ignition simply by pressing a 
button. SX and SXL models only. 

Anti-pollution seat (YES Essentials®) Easy-to-clean, 
stainless technology is applied to seats for maximum 
convenience. Liquid spills bead up and are easily wiped 
away if noticed immediately. Stains that become 
rubbed or pressed into the surface are easily released 
with soap and water. EX model only.

USB charger outlet The USB socket can be used to 
charge mobile devices such as mobile phones and 
tablet PCs.

Heated auto folding mirrors  For a quick start to 
journeys and for added protection in tight parking 
spaces, the exterior side mirrors are heated and fold 
away automatically.

Cooling glove box  For any kind of journey, but 
especially on long drives during the summer, chilled 
drinks and snacks make the experience far more 
pleasurable. SX and SXL models only. 
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Satellite navigation system Available as an option on 
the range-topping Grand Sedona SXL, is a 8-inch 
colour touch screen with an integrated satellite 
navigation and entertainment system.  



Power and safety in harmony
Peace of mind comes when safety is considered from every angle, when power is combined with refinement and tranquility. The all-new KIA Grand Sedona offers advanced  
anti-collision features and a high strength chassis to deliver maximum safety, allowing you to effortlessly rise above the toughest demands on your driving skills in any urban landscape. 

Rear Cross-Traffic Alert (RCTA)  When backing out 
of a parking spot or driveway, the system warns the 
driver if it detects any cross traffic in the lane the 
vehicle is entering.

Front and rear parking sensors  Ultrasonic sensors 
warn you about obstacles in front and behind your 
vehicle to help keep you safe and in control at all 
times. SX and SXL models only. Ex models only front 
parking sensors.

Rear view camera Be fully aware of what’s behind 
you by using the full-colour, high definition rear view 
camera as your trusted guide. SX and SXL models 
only.

Intelligent spatial awareness  Good maneuverability 
means never having to feel trapped, even in the 
tightest of spaces. State-of-the-art features make 
sure you’re always in charge of your Grand Sedona 
and able to enjoy your surroundings to the fullest.

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)  Now you never have 
to worry about rolling backwards when you start your 
car on an incline. Enjoy peace of mind wherever you 
park. 

Electron ic Stab i l i ty Contro l (ESC)  ESC 
automatically controls brake pressure in challenging 
driving situations like sudden turns, acceleration and 
braking.

High Performance Damper (HPD)   Working 
alongside the Grand Sedona’s suspension, HPD helps 
guarantee an even smoother ride, extra comfort, 
responsive steering and stable handling. 

First and second row safety power windows   
Passenger safety is vital, especially when travelling with 
young children, and safety power windows give you 
added peace of mind. SX and SXL models only.

Advanced high strength steel Advanced high 
strength steel improves impact resistance, body 
rigidity and performance as weight is reduced and the 
collision structure is reinforced.

Airbag system  Airbags for the driver and front 
passenger as well as side curtain airbags help protect 
against injury in the event of a collision.
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R 2.2 diesel engine  This light-weight engine uses a nitrogen oxide reduction catalyst to regulate emissions while 
featuring NVH coating and a highly efficient turbocharger.

Lambda ll 3.3 MPI engine This powerful but quiet and fuel-efficient engine features a 3-stage variable intake system 
that allows the vehicle to go faster with minimised fuel consumption.

6-speed automatic transmission  Practical styling and advanced precision come together perfectly in a gearstick 
featuring a leather-textured boot that is totally in line with the new Grand Sedona's modern looks.

Supervision cluster (7" colour TFT LCD)  A high-visibility display located in the centre gauge cluster provides useful, on-demand 
trip computer information graphics such as distance to empty, average and instant fuel consumption and outside temperature.
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Clear White (UD) Snow White Pearl (SWP) Platinum Graphite (ABT)Bright Silver (3D)

17” Alloy Wheel
18” Alloy Wheel 
(Machine Finished)

ENGINE 2.2 CRDi 3.3 V6   
 Type In-line 4 cyl, 16 valve HLA V configuration 6 cyl, 24 valve DOHC
 Displacement (cc) 2 199 3 342
 Fuel supply system Common Rail Direct Injection (CRDi) Multi Point Injection (MPI)
 Max power (kW) 147  199
 Max torque (Nm/rpm) 440 @ 1 750 - 2 750 317.7 @ 5 200
 Compression ratio 16.0 : 1 10.6 : 1
 Bore x stroke (mm) 85.4 x 96 88 x 97
 Fuel System Diesel (50ppm or higher) Unleaded petrol
TRANSMISSION
 Transmission - Auto 6-Spd 6-Spd
PERFORMANCE (AUTO)
 Acceleration (0-100 km/h) 13.6 8.6
 Maximum speed (km/h) 190 190
 CO2 emissions (g/km) – Combined 208 260
DIMENSIONS
 Overall length x width x height (mm) 5 115 x 1 985 x 1 740
 Wheelbase (mm) 3 060
 Wheel tread (front/rear) (mm) 18”, 19) 1 745 / 1 752 (1 740 / 1 747)
 Overhang (front/rear) (mm) 955 / 1 100
 Minimum ground clearance (mm) 171
CAPACITIES (11 Seater)
 Curb weight (min-max kg)  2 024 – 2 143 (2 102 - 2 219) 1 968 - 2 087 (2 046 - 2 163)
 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) (kg)  2 830 (3 045) 2 770 (2 990)
 Tow mass (kg) – trailor with / without brakes 2000 / 750 (1588 / 454) 2000 / 750 (1588 / 454) 
 Fuel tank capacity (l) 80 80
 Cargo area capcity (l):  – Seat up (VDA) 359 (33) 359 (33)
STEERING
 Type Hydraulic Power Steering (HPS) Hydraulic Power Steering (HPS)
 Minimum turning radius (m) 5.53 5.6
BRAKES (AWD)
 Front brakes  Ventilated Disc (320 mm) Ventilated Disc (320 mm) 
 Rear brakes  Solid Disc (324 mm) Solid Disc (324 mm)
SUSPENSION
 Front MacPherson Strut MacPherson Strut 
 Rear Multi-Link Multi-Link
WHEELS & TYRES  2.2 CRDi 3.3 V6
 Wheels 17” Alloy 18” Alloy 18” Alloy
 Tyres 235 / 65 R17 235 / 60 R18 235 / 60 R18
 Temporary spare wheel X X X
SAFETY & SECURITY 2.2 CRDi 3.3 V6 
 Airbags Driver & Passenger, Side, Curtain Driver & Passenger, Side, Curtain 
 Data Dot X X
 ISOFIX (Child Anchors) X X
 ABS (Anti-lock Braking System) X X
 ESC (Electronic Stability Control) X X
 Hill-start assist X X
 EBD (Electronic Brake-force Distribution) X X
FEATURES  
 Transmission  
 Foot Parking brake  
 Air Conditioner  
 Bluetooth  

FEATURES 2.2 CRDi EX  2.2 CRDi SXL 
 Central locking with alarm and immobiliser X  X X
 Impact sensing unlock X  X X
 Electric windows (front & rear) X  X X
 Electric heated side mirrors X  X X
 Rheostat X  X X
 Rear Parking Sensors X  X X
 Front Parking Sensors   –  X X
 Heated Steering Wheel –  X X
 Steering wheel remote controls X  X X
 Telescopic/Tilt steering X  X X
 7-Seat configuration X  X X
 Cloth seats X  – –
 Leather seats –  X X
 60:40 split third row seat folding X  X X
 Electric lumbar support X  X X
 Centre console armrest w/storage box X  X X
 Headlight height adjustment (manual) X  – –
 Auto light control & Escort & Welcome home function X  X X
 Radio/CD front loader with RDS/MP3/Aux/  X  – –
 USB connection (analog screen)     
 Radio/CD front loader with RDS/MP3/Aux/ –  X X
 USB connection (digital touch screen)
 Speakers 6  8 6
 Subwoofer and external amplifier (infinity speakers) –  X –
 Rear Air conditioner X  X X
 High performance damper X  X X
 Roof rack X  X X
 Floor console w/mood lamp & sunglass case X  X X
 Rear view camera –  X X
 LED Rear combination lamps –  X X
 12 Way Electric Seats –  Driver & Passenger Driver & Passenger
 Electrochromatic inside rear view mirror -  X X
 Auto folding mirrors & side mirror indicator –  X X
 Front fog lights –  X X
 Leather wrapped steering wheel & gear knob –  X X
 TFT Supervision cluster –  X X
 HID headlights with headlamp washer –  X X
 Smart entry with push button start –  X X
 Front ventilation seats –  X X
 Smart power tailgate –  X X
 Power sliding door (dual) –  X X
 Memory seat package –  X –
 Rear seat warmer –  X –
 Blind Spot Detection system –  X –
 Dual sunroof –  X –
OPTIONAL
 Metallic paint X  X X
 8-inch colour touch screen with Satellite Navigation* –  X –
 *Please note that, when specifying the optional 8-inch colour touch screen with Satellite Navigation on the Grand Sedona SXL, the Premiums 8-speaker sound  
  system is replaced with a Standard 6-speaker sound system. To this effect, the radio system loses its RDS functionality and the CD-player changes to a DVD
 player.

WARRANTY, SERVICE & ROADSIDE ASSITANCE 
 Warranty  5-year / Unlimited Kilometres
 Roadside Assistance  5-year / Unlimited Kilometres
 Maintenance Plan  5-year / 100 000 km
 

3.3 V6 SX

SPECIFICATIONS

2.2 CRDi EX
Auto

X
Manual 

X

2.2 CRDi SXL
Auto

X
Tri Zone Auto

X

3.3 V6 SX
Auto

X
Tri Zone Auto

X


